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STP SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
STP is the most preferred logistics company for those wishing to move cargo from
anywhere in the world to anywhere else in the world. Through the use of advanced
tracking technologies, sophisticated global communications, and a large team of
experts across a broad spectrum of specialties, STP is able to cost effectively handle
the shipping of everything regardless of its size and value.

35+ years of moving forward
We first started our operations in 1986 from a modest beginning of an open yard for
storing waste paper and containers, to owning trailers for container transportation, to
C&F agents to CFS operators, there is no outsourcing of any services, leading to
effective control of all operations which as a direct bearing on the reduced cost to
clients. We cater to end-to-end logistics and supply chain requirements of our clients.
Besides being the pioneers in handling paper cargo for 3 decades, we have gained
substantial expertise in handling agri products, and machinery. Our agile and flexible
business philosophy has enabled us to adapt to a rapidly developing market and keep
pace with the enormous growth and demands within the region.
We are a complete one-stop-shop logistics solution provider, with the skills,
experience and processes, to service any clients in any industry. STP’s differentiator is
it’s State-of-the-art primely located CFS infrastructure just 5 kms from Chennai
seaport and operating Viking CFS in Moolakadai on the way to Telangana – Andhra
Pradesh national highway.
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Our Services
As a leading logistics company covering all modes of transportation including
international freight forwarding and supply chain solution development, STP
is well positioned to support your diverse shipping and supply chain needs.

Freight Forwarding
We act as forwarding agents for global brands, and rely on a dense network
of transport partners to organise shipments and get goods from
manufacturer to market. From FMCG products to automobiles and even the
heavy machinery powering construction projects around the world, we
facilitate the movement of a vast variety of goods. We also track shipments,
arrange documentation and insurance, book cargo space and negotiate
preferential rates for our clients.

Sea Freight
With hubs situated in 9 ports, our
proximity to the sea combines with
the relationships we’ve built with
reliable
shipping
partners
and
translates into turnkey sea freight
solutions for our customers. We
offer a flexible range services for
both Less-Than-Container Load (LCL)
and
Full-Container
Load
(FCL)
shipments.

Land Freight
Our land freight team can deliver
turnkey inland logistics for clients
that include every element of the
supply chain – from unloading and
pickup to packing, transportation,
delivery, and documentation. Our
access to a dense network of fleet
providers and transport partners
helps us craft specific solutions for
your land transport needs.
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Customs Broker
When it comes to Customs clearance, effective customs clearance timing and
updates regarding processes and systems are everything. Partnered with
M/S. Ramdas Pragji – CHA License holders since 1969 who are ISO 9001:2000
complaint, we went on to obtain own CHA license in 2013 in Chennai and
further extended it to Krishnapatnam port, Nellore & ICD Guntur and more
recently in Tuticorin port. With a robust team dedicated to Import & Export
Clearance, we have been one of the most preferred clearance agents for
International Corporations, down to Private Individuals.
Containing up-to-date useful information for our clients, our ERP system
offers complete control over operations and seamless communication
regarding eligibility to claim any relief or exemptions, and how to minimise
any surprise costs, when your goods reach India.

Transportation
STP services can transport literally anything anywhere in India and to the
farthest corners of the country thanks to our broad network of agents. We
specialize in domestic and international LTL & FTL services, last-mile
deliveries, express deliveries etc. Rely on us to design bespoke transport
solutions for your business.

Single/ Double/ Triple Axle Trailers
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Warehousing
STP has established a Container Freight Station spanning 5 acres with a
total paved area of 1,74,000 Sq Ft of prime property located closest CFS to
the Chennai Port (5 Kms). This Container Freight Station is built to meet
international standards and the only CFS with two 100 mt Weigh Bridge.
Apart from other features, like skilled labour, forklifts, cranes and other
transport equipment to handle all types of cargo, the Container Freight
Station boasts of 10,000+ sq. ft covered space.

STP CFS

Viking CFS

Container Freight Station - 5 acres Container Freight Station - 7 acres
Covered Space - 10,800 sq ft
Covered Space - 45,000 sq ft

Puzhal Warehousing
Covered Space - 17,000 sq ft

Making storage simple
Our state-of-the-art facilities deliver the technology, security, material
handling, and storage to facilitate global supply chains with complete
traceability.
CCTV, round the clock security come as standard to guarantee a tamper-proof
environment
Our teams in operate from two central hubs – Viking Warehousing (CFS)
primely located in Moolakadai and STP Warehousing (CFS) which is closer to
the Chennai Port, benefitting from a combination of connectivity, integration
and storage capacity.
The advanced warehouse and inventory management systems deliver speed,
efficiency and transparency.
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Custom House Agent
Own Licence and Partnering with M/s. S.Ramdas Pragji - CHA license holders
since 1969, ISO 9001:2000 complaint
Separate staff for Import & Export Clearance
Implemented ERP software to have control over operations and seamless
communication with our customers

Empty Container storage depot
Area 175000 sq ft for empty container storage
Closest depots to Chennai port
24/7 Operation & round the clock security
Pioneers in the repair of structural damage of reefer containers
High pressure equipment for water wash & chemical wash

Assistance with Clearance
35 years of Clearing & Forwarding Experience & Specialized in handling Project
Cargo
Custom House Agent issued in 1969, one of the oldest, ISO 9001:2000
Compliant.
Experienced and designated staff to handle various departments at Customs
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) enabled with customs for filing of documents
Professional handling of Export Inspection Agency (GSP)

Our Valuable Clients
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Our Location

Chennai

Tuticorin

Cochin

Kattupali

Krishnapatnam

Ennore

Vizag

Nhava Sheva

Mundra

Smithesh

Linesh

marketing@stpindia.com

linesh@stpindia.com

+91-984051777

+91-9840377779

Contact
CHENNAI HEAD OFFICE
STP Services Pvt Ltd
#57, Arathoon Road,
Royapuram,
Chennai - 600 013
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